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the neo aramaic dialect pdf
The Neo-Aramaic or Modern Aramaic languages are varieties of Aramaic, that are spoken vernaculars from
the medieval to modern era that evolved out of Imperial Aramaic via Middle Aramaic dialects, around AD
1200 (conventional date). [citation needed]The term strictly excludes those Aramaic languages that are used
only as literary, sacred or classical languages today (for example, Targumic ...
Neo-Aramaic languages - Wikipedia
Chaldean Neo-Aramaic, or simply Chaldean, is a Northeastern Neo-Aramaic language spoken throughout a
large region stretching from the plain of Urmia, in northwestern Iran, to the Nineveh plains, in northern Iraq,
together with parts of southeastern Turkey.. Chaldean Neo-Aramaic is closely related to Assyrian
Neo-Aramaic, where it is at times considered a dialect of that language.
Chaldean Neo-Aramaic - Wikipedia
If you intend on printing this web page, download this 41 page, adobe formatted file, ARAMAIC.PDF. Also
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